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TIGER PAW NOTES
REFERENDUM
RESCHEDULED

The Student Union Fund
referendum
originally
scheduled for November 10 has
been rescheduled. Mark Venn
Communications Commission
er, cites lack of organization
and lack of personell to man the
polling places as reasons. The
referendum will be held
November 19.

Abandoned Brothers
MECHA announced last week
that money, food, blankets and
clothing are urgently needed for
Chicano and Indian brothers and
sisters who have just recently
found a home in an adandoned
military base near Davis,
California. Their intention is to
make an industrial arts school
which is badly needed.
Supplies, donations, food and
clothing are in desperate need.
Contributions can be sent to
Mexican-American
Studies,
UOP Bannister 107, Miguel
Navarrette (946-2310) or to
upstairs in the Anderson Y.

'^BEST Seisc-rioN

BoorSJ

Planned Parenthood
Planned Parenthood urges
women to visit San Joaquin
General
Hospital's Birth
Control Clinic Monday nights
from 6:30 to 8:30 at 220 North
San
Joaquin
Street.
Examination and prescriptions
for birth control methods are
chosen according to individual
patients' needs. For more
specific information, the
number of Planned Parenthood

is 464-5809, where a counselor is
available Monday
through
Friday from 9am to 10pm.
Planned Parenthood ot
Stockton announced this week
that anyone interested in
forming an active student group
should meet Wednesday,
November 18 at 7:30 pm at the
Anderson Y Lounge. Volunteers
are needed as speakers on birth
control methods, overpopula
tion, veneral disease; preg
nancy and telephone counselors
are needed, as well as fundraising campaigners. The or
ganization is devising a pro
gram where counselors will be
available every Tuesday even
ing from 7 pm to 10 pm begin
ning November 17.

Human Lib
A group of students has
decided to take this movement
one step further and form a new
movement tentatively titled
Human Liberation. There will
be a meeting on Thur., Nov. 19,
in the John Ballantyne
Basement at 7:00 pm for all
interested students.

High Table
November 19. Raymond High
Table on Wednesday will fea
ture pianist Donald Dollarhide.
The program will begin at
7:30 pm.

Arts Center
The Aegina Arts Centre,
located on the Greek island
Aegina, has announced that it
will hold its special summer
program for American students

for a second consecutive year.
According to John Zervos,
Director of the Centre, the
school will offer a special
progressive curriculum in two
"open" summer sessions tor
American students.
Summer 1971 classes are
scheduled: June 21 through July
16 and July 19 through August
15. Tuition and facilities for
either session total $250.00. Both
sessions are available for
$375.00. Special travel rates of
$350.00 air fare have also been
arranged by the Centre.
Students interested in the
above program should address
their inquiries to Mr. John
Zervos, co DePaul University
25 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago,
Illinois, 60604.

JUST BACK FROM BEAR
OFF TO BIG SUR
WITH TACO BELL
GET THERE FOR SURE
There's No Catch To
Taco Bell—You Can
Even Get 22 Tacos

GOOD

Spring Registralion
The Registrar's Ultice
reminds all those students
wishing to pre-register for the
Spring semester that they
should pick up their registration
materials
by
today.
Registration will last from
November 23-December 5.
Students are asked to have
identification cards with social
security numbers with them
during registration. If a student
does not have a social security
number,
a
temporary
identification number can be
obtained from the Business
Office prior to November 23rd.
Registration
cannot
be
completed without a social
security or identification
number.

Lower Sact. Road &
Hammer Lane

RODDY AUTO
HAMMER LANE

AT LOWER SACTO. RD.
PH. 478-3736

FOR THE BEST
IN FOOD - BEER
& PIZZA
GO TO

The article ^T^T^varZTh^urger stands in Stockton which appeared in the
September 18th issue of the Pacifican was not the most reliable evaluation. One stand, the Red Top
was given a "two moon" rating which was not based entirely on the author's own opinion for he had
not tried the hamburgers at the Red Top. The easiest way to find out the true rating for the Red Top
would be for you personally to stop in and try their food, and then form your mvn opinion. -Ed

DINO'S

DINO'S
V

Starfire ... the
ring with a larger
diamond at a
surprisingly low
cost. Convenient
terms.

ENGAGEMENT
RING SOOO.
WEDDING
RING OOO

The only 150 hamburger
in town...
is here
to stay!

37 N. SUTTER ST.
Rings enlarged to show detail. Trade-Mark Reg.

Some of you got the idea Red Top's new 15c hamburger was just a
temporary offer. A Super Special. Not on your life. It's here to stay—
the same meaty all-beef burger topped with Red Top's own tangy
Western sauce. And on a full 3 x /2-inch bun. All for 15 cents. All the
time. So come and get 'em.

150 EACH...OR SEVEN FOR $1.00

AHuniir
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studios

2002 Pjufn A»tnnt

46 1 V i \ I

Bruner's

Next to the Hide-A-Way on
Hammer Lane
Thurs -Sat. 11 A.M.-l P.MMon.-Wed. 11 A.M.-l 1 P-^-

477-7727

INAMASU
JEWELERS

CHINA, CRYSTAL
STBUJNG, GIFTS
Opon Thursdays 'HI 9 p.m
Free Gift Wrap
and Delivery

Across from

V *•••• .
- -J..•••• - -

RED TOP

1612
Pacific Ave.

BRIDAL REGISTRY
GIFTS
PARTY SUPPLIES
ART SUPPLIES

3220 Pacific Avenue
Phone 466-7031

Free Delivery and Gift Wrop
OPEN MONDAY EVENINGS
SPORTS CYCLERY
BICYCLES
Racing and Towing Specialist5
Large Stock of Quality Lightweifl
RALEIGH, GITANE, MERCIER
S AMERICAN EAGLE

30 E. Harding Way, Stocky
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tower practices
exploiting students
"Apathy is a sort of living in oblivion"
t
Horace Greely
At the game with San Diego last Saturday night, observers were
treated to a rather interesting half—time experience. The San
Diego band, appearing much larger than ours, marched with
)recision and uniformity...and put on a show that we have all seen a
lozen times.
"A salute to the Roaring Twenties!" the announcer ecstatically
ailed it, and this salute was in the form of happy, gay, little tunes
nd a long line of girls garbed in outfits of the appropriate era,
irancing around in an effort to show us that they really were
precision dancers" as their name had it. The songs they played
ave heen heard for years from marching bands and their
ormations showed little creativity.

I

Then, our rather small band literally ran out into the field and
aunched into a program devoted to soul, with songs we hear often
mt never from a marching band. The players did not march, but
ather seem to slowly file along with the music, and the dance
legment consisted of bringing out drums ana accompanying
[uitars, and a rigorous interpretation of the funky chicken...rather
han the Charleston. Our band came off as extremely more creative
ind dynamic, devising a show that somehow fit in with the trerids of
nusic today, and one that appealed to the students in the audience
ather than the Stockton population over forty.
Yet, students were still heard rumbling and yelling anxious calls
or the show to stop so the game could begin again, and the band
vas eventually cut off by the entrance of the team.

Black Studies at COP—
a period of reflection and change
by Shari Scearce

Black studies, anyone? How
about a little prejudice and
racism, a dash of cultural
contributions, maybe a smidgen
of historv. and top it off with
some ghetto life? For a degree,
the Black Studies major must
cover these major facets of
Black life in the course of study
here at UOP. Along with these
specific requirements, the
Black Studies major must take
seven other courses dealing with
this maior area.
The Black Studies curriculum,
which is inter—departmental
and inter—collegiate, has four
basic objectives: to give
perspective on the impact of
Black Americans on American
culture, to see the influence of
American environment upon
Blacks, to stimulate improved
communication between Blacks
and Non—blacks, and especially
for those planning to work with
ethnic minorities, to acquire
first hand understanding of
human relationship theory and
skills.
In the Beginning

The Black Studies curriculm
leading to a major was
conceived in the 1968—69 school
year with the approval of the
academic council of COP. In
the 1969—70 school year the
efforts of the council came to
But...everyone claps wildly when the team streams in again...and fruition and the Black Studies
program was born.
The
le band quietly finishes their number and walks off.
program was housed in COP
with a director of Black Studies,
Dr. Mark Ealey, who became a
member of the sociology
department staff.

In this sense student cries of Administrative apathy and
nconcern seem a bit ironic. The Conservatory is in terrible shape
d so we say, "It's the administration!" and yet probably the
oup that has the largest potential for doing something about the
obleras that are increasing with such rapidity on this campus is
e students themselves.

. . . so what?

' The administration has met with some interest the issues that the
racifican has attempted to slam in front of their eyes.
|In response to the Book Store controversy, they ordered a
state—wide comparison and discovered that the prices and
practices here are not really so unusual. The investigation claimed
flat so little profit was made in the bookstore that the Pacifican
was in error in stating that it "fed university coffers." The figures
cited examples of how students all over California are receiving
epen less than we are in returning books, and how we have an
average amount of floor space, cash registers, etc.. Yet to us, this
investigation rather than proving that the situation here is really
nbt as crucial as it could be, it seems to display that students are
bfing exploited everywhere. The attitude of the meeting seemed to
be "See, you're really very lucky!" rather than a refusal to go along
with the state—wide practice.

JThere has been more talk of a student center by the
ajlministration. In the same meeting of the bookstore, Financial
j)|ce—President Robert Winterberg advised Greg Graves to have
tie university architect check the student—submitted plan and as
sess the cost feasibility. He seemed quite interested in the drawing
tjf t was displayed on the cover of the Pacifican, and in fact, though
tais was three days since the paper had been out, he had not seen a
jPy. This seems a bit strange when we are always rather careful
M give copies to his secretary every Friday. Even more strange
the fact that he termed the paper the "Weekly," a name that
vhfed quite some years ago. Evidently there have been a number of
|); pers that he hasn't seen.
^ So the administration and all of us too, will probably continue to
>k (if we get that far) at the problems that are overwhelming us
re and think about them for a moment and "Hum...yes that would
P nice..'' and then of course, do nothing.
So I guess we might as well go back to being the Weekly in a
campus where everyone is white—faced, shorthaired and happy,... and dancing the Charleston at half—time.

J|eek—oriented

—Mary Arnold
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And on the Seventh Day

is hard to find qualified
instructors in Black Studies who
are also acceptable to the
students in the Black Studies
program.
As Hand aptly stated, the
students require a "soul
credential" rather than the
university's stamp of approval.
Unfortunately, the people who
qualify in the "soul"
department do not always
happen to be those with the
diplomas.
Problems breed problems.
Because there is a heavy
demand for qualified "soul"
professors, black universities
have been drained of some of
their top people in order to meet
demands in new programs
predominantly white schools.
The action creates a problem in
Black schools because they lose
their top people and the quality
instruction that comes with
good instructors.

consideration for the study of
the Mexican—American
culture. At this time there is
only one course involving
Chicano culture that even
approximates the objectives
found in the Black Studies
program.
This I and I course "Chicano y
Anglo," which was set up by Dr.
Clifford Hand, associate dean of
COP, was not intended to be a
pilot course for a complete
Chicano program> Hand exer
cised his privilege to create
courses of timely issues as al
lowed by the curriculum com
mittee; accordingly, the Chi
cano course should not be mis
taken as the curriculum com
mittee's plan for the beginnings
of a new ethnic study program.
Problems

The major problems brought
out by the program cannot be
summed up in a few clever
sentences. One problem finds
its source in two opposite
educational philosophies.
A "cognitive philosophy" is
one which promotes the
understanding of facts.
Proponents of this philosophy
feel ethnic studies could be
accomodated in the existing
desciplines of the university.
After alterations, courses could
give a complete view of
subjects, not just that of the
predominat culture.
Those adhering to the
"affective philosophy" of
education feel that knowledge
should evoke some response;
understanding will be the
impetus to action. It is under
this philosophy which the uni
versity is presently operating,
according to Hand. With Black
Studies set up as a separate
program the emphasis has
become one of an "affective"
curriculum.

UOP, keeping up with
educational trends, has added
its own rendition of Black
Studies to the many Black
Studies programs that have
sprung up across the nation.
Whether Black Studies,
Standards
Pacific—style, is excellent,
Another problem arises as the
poor, or adequate is not the
question
of academic standards
issue, although this is an
is considered. The university
important consideration. The
requires certain educational
issue, as the administration
standards of its instructors. It
leans back and views its work, is
the truths, problems, and
failings in our institution that
this program has brought to
Office—North Hall
light.

FAILINGS

The Black Studies program
itself is supposed to alleviate
these problems by producing
capable Black Studies
instructors. The paradox of the
whole situation is that a B.A.
Black Studies is only good for
one thing (so far), teaching, but
most schools still have not
established Black Studies
departments.
The only
alternative remaining is to
major in History or Sociology
with a Black studies emphasis
as far as job potential is
concerned.

j

And He Saw That It Was Good

It was through efforts of stu
dents (including non-blacks),
faculty, administration, and the
BSU that the program was pro
posed and outlined. It is now up
to this same or a similar patch
work of people to work together
and refine the program so that it
can contribute to its fullest not
only to the university, or the stu
dents, but also to the entire
community.

THE PACIFICAN

Truths

Ethnic cultures have been
severly neglected in the
curriculum offerings.
Criticisms to the effect that the
university is "playing
favorites" by offering a special
cultural degree is countered by
COP Dean William Binkley
when he says "Ethnic studies
must be stressed because they
have been neglected so long."
The special attention lavished
on Black Studies at this time is
an attempt to fill up the void of
many years' apathy.
Black Studies is only a
beginning.
According to
Binkley, a new program is under

Phone 946-2140
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BSU Charges Administrative
Lip Service on Black Studies
by Janell Gregg

LIP SERVICE
Honor Jackson, chairman of
"The powers that be don't feel the BSU, emphasizes the need
a black studies department is for increasing the number of
necessary," says PSA Vice- minority professors. He would
President Jon Stanton. "The like to see present openings in
university has nothing solid to the social science and history
offer; present courses don't departments filled by minority
meet the needs of black students professors.
on this campus."
Jackson feels that "the people
The black community at upstairs have been giving us the
Pacific, represented by the run-around on this issue. They
Black Student Union, feels that say 'we can't find findany
the obvious inadequacies in the (minority professors)' and 'they
field of black studies are an
won't come' but it's just lip
unjustifiable state of affairs. As service, there's no real effort
Stanton puts it, "the present
there."
offerings do not constitute a
Attacking the problem the
stable program, there's one
academic affairs committee of
course here and one course
the BSU is working with Dr.
there, but there's no firm
Mark Ealey, Director of the
foundation that will stand up
Black Studies Program, on such
over the years."
things as expanding the present
Trying to define the needs of offerings in ethnic studies and
minority
Pacific students for a black r e c r u i t i n g o f
In addition the
studies program, Stanton sees professors.
the basic priority as the creation committee is working with CIP
of a black studies department on a tutorial program for
which "is radical to the extent minority students.
INTEGRATION
that it breaks the issues down to
"White people and some black
the grass roots."

Bijou Offers Alternative
to Stockton Film Fare

by Susan Aulik
The movie entertainment in
Stockton is both limited and
poor. One has a choice of flicks
like "Sex in the Sagebrush",
"Bambi", "Roy Rogers and
Dale Evans Meet the Giant
Tarantula", for an evening of
enjoyment.
Supposedly, Stockton has been
ready for films of higher
cultural and artistic quality for
some time and finally four
young UC Berkeley graduates
have set out to test this
assumption. The enthusiastic
co-owners have converted the
old Pacific Playbox theatre into
Stockton's first repertory
cinema.
They put 180 used theatre
seats in this old brick
warehouse, set up their
equipment, and named it Bijou,
meaning "jewel".
The Bijou Theatre opened two
weeks ago in the Halloween

spirit with two horror classics.
According to quarter owner Jim

Martin, the turn out was good
for its first week.
This week the theatre is
presenting "White Sheik"
directed by Frederico Fellini
and the Marx Brothers in "Duck
Soup".
The list of movies coming is
impressive, including classics
like "La Strada" by Fellini,
"Weekend" by Jean-'luc
Godard, and Jiri Menzel's
"Closely
Watched Trains".
Actors include legends such as
Marlene Dietrich, Melina
Mercouri, Humphrey Bogart,
Lee Marvin, Anthony Quinn,
and, of course, Ronald Reagan.
The films run Wednesday
through Sunday evenings. On
Wednesday and Thursday the
price is $1.00, on Friday and
Saturday it is $1.75, and on
Sunday the charge is $1.50.
The Bijou Theatre is a muchneeded contribution to Stockton.
"It's the only place where you
can see every kind of movie,
from every country, decade and
period in the history of motion
picture art." It may feel good to
sit in a warehouse and watch
Bogart.

••xt Door to Village Theatre

PIZZAS
LUNCH
DINNERS
ORDCRS TO GO

6535 PACIFIC AVE.
la Uacola Caatai

PHONE 478-5304
OPEN DAILY 11:00 A.M.

COPY QUICK
OFFSET PRINTING

Break The
Price Barrier
on
Invitations, Handbills
Posters & Photo Copies
Phone 466-1446
33 N. SUTTER

people are ignorant of black
history," says Jackson, "but
white people shouldn't have to
come to black history courses to
find out, they should be able to
get the information in any
general course such as western
civilization." Hitting at the
problem of the one track
fixation of traditional history,
sociology, literature and music
courses among others, Stanton
agrees that "black studies are
not sufficiently integrated in
basic courses."
"Black people are learning for
themselves about themselves,"
says Jackson, "but the whites
don't know. Why don't they
demand that they get full
knowledge themselves
The
problem is theirs as well as
ours."
Jackson explains that the BSU
is doing all it can to improve the
situation of black studies at
Pacific but that white students
must stand up and demand a
better program. "We have to
have numbers," says Jackson,
"the courses we have now are
supposed to pacify the students,
but it's not good enough."

Underspend.
Most jewelers buy diamonds
after they have been cut and
polished and mounted. We
buy diamonds in the rough. We
do our own cutting, our own
polishing, our own mounting.
When you add up the
savings, you get much more
diamond than you thought
you could afford. Which all goes
to prove you don't have to
overspend to overwhelm.
Priced from $150.
Divided Payments Arranged.

GRANAT BROS
JEWELERS SINCE 1905

WEBERSTOWN MALL•STOCKTON
Open 'til 9 p.m. Mon., Thur. and Fri.

Raymond Leads U0P in Developing
Integrated Ethnic Studies Curricul um
by Janell Gregg
Raymond College is playing
an innovative role in the
development of ethnic studies at
UOP.
The highly successful
Raymond course "The Negro
and American Literature," is
one of the first courses offered
in this area in the entire
university, has led the way for
other courses at Raymond as
well as the other colleges of
UOP.
Raymond's
primary
contribution lies in its broad
integration of ethnic history,
problems and culture within the
framework of its general
academic program.
Provost
Berndt Kolker attributes the
development of
Raymond's
broad perspective to its greater
flexibility as a cluster college.
Kolker relates that when the
question of ethnic studies first
came up at UOP a cluster
college concentrating in this
area was proposed. However,
the Raymond faculty felt that
such a move was unnecessary as
the material could and should be
integrated into present
programs.
INTEGRATED STRUCTURE
Kolker goes beyond the
educational
picture in
emphasizing that a student's
basic personal maturity is
contingent upon his beginning to
understand
the various
elements, the strengths and
weaknesses, of his culture.
Working with this theory,
Raymond offers such courses at
"Dilemmas of the Developing
World," in which one phase

concentrates on African
political systems, culture and
art, and another deals with
Latin America. Similarly, "The
Historical Analysis of American
Society" examines the roles of
various ethnic groups and their
contributions
in
the
development of American
culture.
Basic core courses such as
psychology often are geared to
deal specifically with social and
racial problems such as
prejudice.
IDENTITY
Mixing its academic offerings
with practical experience in this
area, Raymond also has special
programs. One of these is a
model cities program in San
Francisco in which students
have the opportunity to live and
work in socially and
economically deprived areas. A
similar program involves
studying the problem of
inadequate health facilities in
San Joaquin County while
working in those facilities.
Kolker compares the problem
of minority students to that of
Catholics and Jews. "Young
people living in a culture
dominated by another group
need self-identity," he explains.
Minority students, until
recently, have not had the
training in their cultural,
philosophical and ethnical
history that religious groups
have provided in parochial and
Hebrew schools. In terms of
minority students, a course such
as black history may not fall

within the the students' majors,
but is necessary for the growth
and strengthening of their
identity.
PERSPECTIVE
In terms of white student,
ethnic studies are vital for the
understanding of why we are
where we are and why we have
the problems we have. Actually
the white student is deprived of
the true picture of his country
by traditionally narrowly
limited
educational
perspectives.
"We need therapy," says
Kolker, "we have the wrong
attitude about ourselves and our
society, for our country, ds
culture and its value system are
a mixture and it is important to
know how various groups
participated in its formation
He emphasizes the need for
seeing such things as the
antecedents of racism because
"you can't cure the disease
without seeing its causes."
The possible creation of ^
ethnic studies department does
not negate the role of ethnic
studies in the the Raymo"
curriculum. Such a departm®"1
would offer specialization
interested students; yet th
need remains for a fuW
integrated curriculum for t*
average student.
j
Kolker hopes that RayrT1<^"
College can increase 1
numbers of its min°r'ht
students and faculty. "^e°UL
and will be doing more in 1
field as students and facU .,
become more and more aware 1
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PILIPIReaches into Stockton
would not listen to them or
accept their opinions, but they
are listening now. PILIPI is
trying to keep its members in
Stockton so that they can help
their people in the community.
The other major purposes of
PILIPI are to promote Filipino
culture, make it recognized,
and inform the university
community that, believe it or
not, there are Filipinos here.
Jim Tamaras pointed out that
the Filipinos born in America
have no culture of their own and
identify with blacks and browns.
PILIPI is attempting to make
this culture recognized and
instill a sense of national pride
in the Filipinos. Therefore, they
are planning to get a Filipino
ethnic studies program with 2
classes, Philippine Literature
and Philippine History, to start
with. This is in the planning
stages as they still need a
department head to research
the program and set it up.

by Bob Keeney

The United Filipino Student
Association or PILIPI (Filipino
in Tagalog, the national
language of the Philippines) is
probably the least known of the
Third World Organizations at
Pacific. PILIPI was organized
in the Fall of 1969. It has about
25 members and is closely
affiliated with the Filipino club
at Delta. Stockton has the
largest Filipino population
(percent wise) on the West
coast, and PILIPI's founders
reasoned that if Filipinos could
not be represented here, then
they could not be represented
anywhere else.
PILIPI was organized to
promote unity among the
Filipinos at Pacific and in the
community. They are trying to
communicate with the older
Filipinos so that they can act
together to help their people.
Formerly the older Filipinos

However, the program will
eventually become a reality so
they can educate their people
and anyone else (hopefully
everyone) who is interested in
these areas.
Filipinos are among the most
overlooked of the third world
groups as they are a minority
among minorities. Many part
Filipinos have been assimilated
into the Mexican culture
because the Filipinos have not
been active. PILIPI would like
to change this and get Filipinos
to identify with their own people
and be proud of their heritage.
Although PILIPI is a small
organization, still in its infancy,
it is in the process of setting up a
program which in time (sooner
than most people might realize,
as they are part of the new third
world coalition on campus,
which will give them more
strength) will give them a
larger voice in the campus and
the community.

One college does more
than broaden horizons.It
sails to them,and beyond.
Now there's a way for you to
know the world around you
first-hand. A way to see the
things you've read
about, and study
as you go. The
way is a college
that uses the
Parthenon as a
classroom for
a lecture on Greece, and illustrates
Hong Kong's floating societies
with a ride on a harbor sampan.
Chapman College's World
Campus Afloat enrolls two groups
of 500 students every year and
opens up the world forthem. Your
campus is the s. s. Ryndam,
equipped with modern educational
facilities and a fine faculty. You
have a complete study curriculum
as you go. And earn a fullyaccredited semester whileatsea.
Chapman College is now
accepting enrollments for Spring

and Fall '71 semesters. Spring
semesters circle the world from
Los Angeles, stopping in Asia and
Africa and ending in New York.
Fall semesters depart New York
for port stops in Europe, Africa
and Latin America, ending in
Los Angeles.
The world is there. The way to
show it to inquiring minds is there.
And financial aid programsare
there, too. Send for our catalog
with the coupon below,
s.s. Ryndam isof Netherlands
registry.

WORLD CAMPUS AFLOAT
!® Director of Student Selection Services
Chapman College, Orange, Calif. 92666
Please send information about your program :

Mr.
Miss
Mrs.

1 am interested in •Fall
First

Student's Name

Initial

Name of School

Parent's Name
Street

Campus Address

State

City

Zip

Campus Phone (
_L
Area Code
Year in School

Spring • 19

• 1 would like to talk to a representative ot WORLD
CAMPUS AFLOAT

Approx. GPA on 4.0 Scale

Street

Home Address
City
Home Phone (
)
Area Code

State

Zip

College Student Insurance Service has worked with the auto insurance
industry for five years to prove that the college student deserves lower
insurance rates. Now ASB members often realize reductions from 20%
to 40% below comparable policies. This group-oriented policy is written
through the Associated College Student Underwriters and provides under
an exclusive agreement with College Student Insurance Service, Inc.
For a personalized quote,

fill in the blank below and send it to

CSIS, 2740 FULTON AVE, SUITE 105B,
SACRAMENTO, CALIF. 95821 or
TELEPHONE {A/C 916) 482-6658
Name

few* date:

Address ...

Z'P:
Married?

.School

Telephone

Model

Year and make of car:
Present policy expires (date):
No. of years licensed to drive:
No. of moving violations, last 3 years: —

No. of accidents responsible for (3 years) with damages
exceeding $100:
,

Keeping Kids off the Streets

Yellow Seed Opens Center
by Larry Seidman
Yellow Seed organization in
Stockton was formed only seven
months ago by some 15 Asians.
The meaning of Yellow Seed is
explained simply. "Yellow" is
the common color bond among
the members of the group, while
"Seed" symbolizes growth as
individuals and as a group.
In the beginning the intent of
Yellow Seed was to get Asian
young people off the streets of
South Stockton and into a club.
Many of them were tired of
"playing and hanging around
doing nothing." The newlyelected President, Kelly
Kitagawa, led the 15 to begin an
"Asian drop-in center" in South
Stockton. The primary idea was
to
"deal
with
your
people,"mainly the Asian
community on skid row.
Yellow Seed's first major
project was to go into the Asian
community for community
service. This was accomplished
by first collecting food for
Asians in need of it. The next job
was to clean up two of the local
churches,
the Confuscious
Temple and the Buddhist
church.
The need of goals for the
organization
developed
and
were laid down in the new
constitution for Yellow Seed.
First among them is to
emphasize brotherhood, unity,
trust and respect among the
membership.
"To have
brotherhood is to have unity and
both are byproducts of trust and
responsibility."
Second is promotion of
brotherhood, unity, trust and
respect among the members of
the Asian-American community
in Stockton. The membership is
expected to extend "the hand of
brotherhood to help" AsianAmericans and to foster a better
understanding between tljem.
The third obj ective is to seek an
education which teaches Asian-

Americans their true history
and their role in contemporary
American society. Yellow Seed
believes in an educational and
political system which will give
to
Asian-Americans
a
knowledge of self.
Recently Yellow Seed
recieved an $1800 grant from the
National Methodist Brotherhood
to open the St. Mark's
Community Center. The center
is not for Asian people
exclusively but rather for all
people to come together.
In addition to working on this
project Yellow Seed has been
working for an Ethnic Center
Department at Delta College.
Their
efforts have been
successful.
Underlying
all
these
community efforts is the drive
for Asian identity, realizing all
yellow people don't own Chinese
restaurants and are not all going
to
college. Yellow Seed's
struggle can best be summed up
in Kitagawa's words,"Brothers
and sisters, this is a struggle,
but without this struggle there
will be no end. The struggle is
work, and when you work for
your people the pay is not
money, but in satisfaction.
Satisfaction knowing that your
brothers and sisters of coming
generations shall live in a
society which is color blind. If
you cannot work for this strug
gle quit.Power to the people."

RICE'S AVENUE DRUG
OPEN 24 HOURS

FREE DELIVERY

7 A.M. TO 2 A.M.

(Small Charge on Orders Under $2.50)

2210 Pacific Awe.

Phone: 466-3433
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MECHA Stresses Chicano Culture and Identity
by Bob Keeny
The winner of this year's
Homecoming Queen contest was
Josie Talamantes, sponsored by
MECHA. Before the contest,
some people around Pacific
undoubtedly did not even know
MECHA existed, much less
what it is and what it stands for.
AZTLAN
MECHA is an abbreviation
which
represents
the
"Movimiento
Estudiantil
Chicano de Aztlan," which in
English means the Chicano
Student Movent of the Aztlan.
Aztlan is one of those Spanish
words which cannot really be
translated into English without
losing some of its meaning.
However, Vic Ornelas, the
President of MECHA, explained
that it refers to the homeland,
which is the Southwest.
Chicanos feel a particular
attachment to this land as
people came and took the Aztlan
over and it is now considered to
be occupied territory. They are
in the process of trying to regain
the land that they have lost
which is rightfully theirs.
MECHA was formed this year
and is an outgrowth of Che,
which was formed three years
ago. When Che was formed
there was only three or four

members. MECHA has grown
to about 50. None of these mem
bers come from the Spanishspeaking Covell College as the
Chicano movement is an Ameri
can phenomenon.
The Latin South American
students come largely from
aristocratic backgrounds, or at
least have had completely dif
ferent experiences from Chi
cano students. Because of these
differences, the students in El
bert Covell (at least for the
most part) cannot relate to the
distinct problems of a MexicanAmerican in the United States.
GOALS

3 moaths for *15
ILICTRIC $|0
PORTAILES

Monthly

Rent to try—IP ill apply
if you buy

«p»San Joaquin

i business machines

130 North California-465-5881

MECHA wants to inform all the
students to help them learn the
truth about Mexican—Ameri
cans and recognize their true
history, culture, and other con
tributions.
CO EXISTENCE
The Mexican-Americans are
the second largest minority in
the United States and have been
a forgotten minority in the last
few years. Contrary to many
people's beliefs, their problems
are different than the blacks'
problems.
The MexicanAmericans have almost been
assimilated into American
society without knowing who
they are.

One major goal of MECHA.
and Che was to plan and install
a Mexican—American Studies
program in the curriculum at
Pacific. This is in the planning
stages now and there are classes
currently offered in this area.
Another goal was to get a
Chicano teacher here so the
program could have a director.
More importantly, he would
Previously people, particularly
be somebody who Chicanos
could turn to who could relate to educators, have tried to get
them better than -any white them to be in the mainstream of
because of his experiences and society, but society has not let
point of view. Thus, he could them in as their culture has
help them solve any problems been denied to them (for
they might have. Now they example all their folk heroes are
have fulfilled this goal by bring
ing in Miguel Navarette as the
director of Mexican—American
studies.
MEETINGS

STUDENT
SPECIAL
Typewriter Rentals

MECHA has many goals
outside of helping its members.
Most of its members are from
the Stockton community and are
heavily involved in the
community trying to help their
people. As far as the universiy
community is concerned,

Besides instilling its members
with a sense of racial pride and
educating them about their true
history, MECHA attempts to
inform its members who
influential people are, and why
they are important. Therefore,
they almost always have
people
outside
their
organization speak to their
group and their meetings are
not closed. Ornelas stressed
that anyone who wants to ttend
a meeting has only to get hold of
a member so that someone will
know that you are a guest at the
meeting.

|

NAME

'

1

ADDRESS

'

CITY

STATE

ZIP

The members of MECHA feel
they are informed about the
society of most other students
because they have lived all their
lives in this society. They are
now trying to inform others
about the myths which have
been created about their
society. Speakers such as Corky
Gonzales, poet, former boxer,
and leader of the Crusade for
Justice (he is important enough
that the FBI questioned
MECHA after he spoke here)
have been and will be brought
here.
MECHA has a radio show on

Their latest project is the
support of the Indian and
Chicano effort to turn the
proposed rice or monkey farm
near UC Davis into a "people
farm," where disadvantaged
people can receive university
and vicational training.
MECHA is supporting a drive
for food and blankets for the
people up there. Anyone who
wishes to contribute ^an just
drop these things by the
Mexican studies office in 107
Bannister.
MECHA has developed from
nothing into a viable force on
this campus. It is becoming
more actively involved in the
community and on the campus.
The Chicanos' desire for
recognition of their role (which
is social and cultural as well as
political) is being achieved
through their organisation at
Pacific.

Walk in a Plymouth and they'll all
watch your step. Try one of
these late model boots:
the supple, antiqued executive;
the rugged, beefy sportsman.
Both at your nearest
Plymouth dealer. Or write
Plymouth Shoe Company, Inc..
Middleboro, Massachusetts

Style 4221

PLYMOUTH
Manufacturers of World Famous Apache Mocs

'

1

I

INFORMATION

PEOPLE FARM

5173

We believe you're entitled to your privacy when it comes to buy
ing contraceptives. We're a nonprofit family planning agency and
we offer you contraceptives through the privacy of the mails. We
specialize in men's products (including two exclusive new Euro
pean imports)—but we have nonprescription foam for women, too.
And a wide assortment of books and pamphlets to answer your
questions on birth control, family planning, the population prob
lem and ecology. Want details? Write today:

I Gentlemen: Please send me full details without obligation:

MECHA is working to solve
these problems here by trying to
take more of a part in university
activites and insuring that any
programs concerning La Raza
(loosely translated to mean "the
race") are not token programs
and that they relate to the
problems and educational needs
of the people and the university.
The
administration,
particularly the Academic Vice
Preisdent, is working with them
trying to make their programs
more relevant.

KUOP from 7-8 pm on Tuesdays
to inform people what they are
doing and what is happening.
Attempts are being made to
inform the university and
Stockton community what has
gone on and what is going on in
their society.

Watch your step

WANT CONTRACEPTIVES
PRIVATELY?

COPULATION SERVICES, INC.
1 10S N. Columbia St., Dopl. 3T, CHAPEL HILL, N. C. 27140

characterized in American
history books as bandits).

I

.

ERNIE REED'S MEN'S CLOTHIERS OF STOCKTON

N('e"

Navarette Heads Mexican-American Program

Flowers.
Long phone
conversations.
Love.
ArtCarved.

by Phil Perkins

y\rt Carved.3

BEGINNINGS

RINGS

We know the symptoms.
So do you.
And soon you should be coming
in to see our collection
of ArtCarved diamond rings.
We have a breathtaking
assortment of diamond sizes
and cuts, each with its
very own graceful setting.
Won't you select yours now?
When it comes to love,
ArtCarved is the last word.

Alistair McCrone, Academic
Vice—President, spoke of this
and briefly described the past
and present program, as well as
his vision of its future course.
Last year the large Chicano
community in this area got
together a proposal for a
Mexican—American
studies
program, which was approved
by UOP President Burns.

BORELLI JEWELERS
on the MIRACLE MILE

2051 Pacific Ave.

_ Authorized

Next the community screened
many possible candidates for
the directorship of
this
embroyonic program. In late
August of this year Miguel
Navarette was approached and
he accepted the job. McCrone
approved of this choice, calling
Navarette 'a man of vision,
experience, high principle...'
being 'admirably suited for the
job'.

y\rtC*arved Jeweler

BOURBON STREET
LIQUORS
LIQUORS - WINES
MIXES • KEG BEER

ICE
464-3886

CURRENT COURSES

Of the myriad of new
programs on campus one of the
most promising is that of
Mexican—American Studies.
Endowed
with
widespread
community interest, an
articulate and farsighted
director, and university support,
the program has already started
to move and has amibitious
plans for the future.

GOLDEN RAPTURE SET

DIAMOND
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At the moment the Chicano
studies program entails three
courses, listed and explained
below.
FEG 107— Mexican Americans
in Contemporary Society
(An analysis of social
economic and political problems
confronting the MexicanAmerican in both an urban and a
rural setting.)
—Professor Alvarez
FEG 110— The Chicano Child
and the Public School
(A study of t e role and
responsibility of
public
education in dealing with the
Spanish-speaking child.)
—Professor Navarette

wide affair, based in the School
of Education, and hopes for
more courses in different fields,
helping to produce the Chicano
doctors and lawyers who are
absent today. Counting on
university and federal funds to
foot the bill for the future
development, he feels the
program will begin to grow very
soon.
At McCrone's suggestion, I
went to Miguel Navarette, the
Mexican-American Studies
Director for added insight.
During our conversation he
described the plight of the
Chicano student in today's
university, and spoke of his
plans for the program.
TEACHERS

Navarette feels strongly that
the lack of Mexican-American
doctors and lawyers is the fault
of the modern university. He
(An examination of the told of how students of La Raza
present Chicano's plight and are advised and channeled into
how this relates to the the Education department
California
e d u c a t i o n a l instead of all departments. Thus
problem.)
in the Chicano community the

FEG 112— Survey of Chicano
Education in the Southwest
Since 1848

EDUCATION FAILS
McCrone would like to see the
program continue as university-

population of educated people is
over-balanced
towards
teachers, with the other
professional skills being next to

non-existent.
CHICANO COLLEGE
Chicano-oriented
programs
are required to produce these
needed people. To do this he
feels the need for a seperate
department, or, ideally, a
Chicano college, taking its place
here as a fourth cluster college.
For this college Navarette
and his staff will have a
proposal ready by this summer.
The school would provide a
complete
Chicano-oriented
liberal arts program with
possibilities of graduate work.
The selection of the professors
would be along stringent lines,
and each would be interviewed
and chosen by the Chicano
community, as was Navarette
himself.
He feels that his teachers, as
well as the whole school will
have to be twice as good as the
other programs on campus to
achieve recognition, and he is
prepared to make it so. Classes
would be taught bilingually or in
Spanish depending on the
course. Whites would be
admitted to the college, but the
emphasis would be on education
for La Raza.

Announcing Classes in

PERCEPTIVE SPEED READING
for UOP Students

O U R

Reading SPEED is increased to effect maximum CONCENTRATION

METHOD:

lending to better COMPREHENSION and therefore better RETENTION.
We guarantee a minimum of 300% increase in your effective reading

GUARANTEE:

speed, that is, words per minute multiplied by Comprehension Test
Score for your Effective Rate.

OUR

Students report, after our course, increased grades to as much as a

RESULTS:

whole letter, with LESS TIME STUDYING.

WINTER TERM CLASSES MEET:
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday;
10-12, 1-3, and 4-6
CLASSES LIMITED TO 18
MAY BE TAKEN FOR WINTER TERM CREDIT

ZIMMERMAN READING CLINIC
5606 El Camino Avenue
Call John Oram

(916) 489-0443
462-2873

Campus Representative
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if you're a Monk

PAULSEN SAYS STOCKTON'S GREAT
by Randy Schulman
Sponsored by the PSA Social
Commission, Pat Paulsen, a
well-known lecturer and sex
symbol, appeared in all of his
glory last Thursday night in the
over-packed Conservatory. His
topic for that evening was "For
Decades to Come Centuries Will
Pass."
The lecture was divided into 4
parts; all relevant to today s
world. These parts included: "Is
sex a four-letter word?" and
"Zen, Buddhism, the Occult and
Things that Go Bump in the
Night."

November 30 Concert

Joan Baez Sings for
Disenfranchised People

The lecture that was assisted
by film and slide presentations
gave insights for what is to
come in the line of college
campuses. This brief look into
the future of higher education
included the John Mitchell
Administration Building and the
Harriet Beecher Stowe Center
for Ethnic Studies. This center
included a statue of Stephen
Foster eating a watermelon.

touches every note there is when
by Trisha Bantly
singing of "a band of angels
In some ways, Joan Baez is a
Paulsen, who's great at saying
poet of broken hearts— she comin' after me..."
Many questions are asked in so much in so few words, was
sings for the Chicanos, for the
the course of a Joan Baez quoted as saying: "Stockton's
"lost, lonely, wretched", for the
concert. She sings of the tragic great if you're a monk." Then
child of the ghetto. As she stated
Los Gatos plane crash, in which when asked seriously about
in concert at the Oakland
many Chicanos lost their lives, what he really thought Stockton
Coliseum last Sunday, she will
but "the radio said they were was like, he responded: "It's
do anything to help someone
just deportees." So Joan asks, better than a hot stick in the
stay out of the army; "it's a
"is this the best way we can eye." Other bits of shocking
vicious, deadly place."
grow our good orchards," information that were released
Those
"lost,lonely
through the exploitation of
included "the big thing at UOP
wretched"— they were once
people
with "no name except these days sneaking up behind
small boys with rosy cheeks who
the gym and shooting
"ran to their mother when they deportee." Another question:
"America is still my home,
Preparation
H."
were weary." Now, she • asks
them to "forgive us our sweet home; but tell me, where
Under the topic of "Sex— a
unkindness, forgive us our have all our heroes gone?"
And there are answers, to four letter word", came a
blindness..." One of her lost
which all the brokenhearted clever demonstration that
children is a Georgia farm boy
enlisted the help of Ken and
who "hopped a freight to LA," people sitting in the concert hall
Barbie. The monologue went
agree—
"There's
a
voice
within
and loved Mabel Joy, born on an
like this: "Hi, Barbie! This is
me
talkin'—
carry
it
on,
carry
it
LA Street called Shame. His
the doctor; let me undress you
dreams were of Georgia cotton on!"
Kxaooooooooocoooocuururi
fields and an LA wife, but
instead he was surrounded by
"four grey walls."
Joan is the poet of the
hitchhiker ("you are my
children"). Her song is for those
with "amber smiles" who line
Highway One by the thousands
when the ocean mist brings
Just for coming in...
nightfall to the coast. It makes
no difference which way they're
going— "there's nowhere left to
go."
David is there in her songs. A
new song, as yet untitled,
describes his cold coffee cup,
his cat and dogs waiting: "My
baby cries for me; I want to
walk alone by the sea."
With This Coupon
Joan's concert is a friendly,
No
Purchase Necessary
personal time— she lets us join
in on the chorus of "Dixie',"
Limit 1 per Family-"While They Last
"The Second Tennessee Waltz,"
She
and "Let It Be."
encourages us to sing the line
"There will be no sorrow; let it
be."
The sound of Joan Baez is
universal—
blue, dancing,
tragic, nostalgic, in love. Her
only accompaniment for a
Weberstown Store Only
spiritual is spirit, as her voice

SIGNS OF THE ZODIAC

Horoscope
CUP

n o w ! . . . Ken,

take it easy!'
(Paulsen repressed Ken)

"Now Barbie, be a nice girl
and...oh!" (Ken attacks again—
this time Paulsen gives up the
battle and closes the cover). He
explained that Ken was
fertilizing her petals to make
another little flower, thus
continuing to propogate the
species. A little later when
Paulsen rechecked the box, he
noticed that Ken, thoroughly
exhausted, had produced an
entire garden.
The show ended with a oneminute film depicting through

The entire evening was a
success for Paulsen as he left
the crowd to a standing ovation.
The concert deserves a five
moon rating due to not only the
humor, but the deep meaning
that underscored the entire
lecture. When asked how he felt
about college students he had
come in contact with on the
tour, Paulsen replied they
scared him because he felt he
was more radical than they
were.
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M
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animation a young man growing
up and then dying "for his
country" needlessly.
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Traffic Jams With New Album
by Joe Wilson
The latest we've heard from
Traffic since the loss of Dave
Mason is their fairly recently
released LP, "John Barleycorn
Must Die"
Leading off the album are
back to back cuts, "Glad" and
"Freedom Rider", which are
songs that are played to death
every day by KSRT-FM, and
which many people have
probably been straining their
brains trying to find out which
group does them. "Glad" proves
to be mostly fun and music, as it
carries an easy-going beat and
features some improvised sax
music as the lead. Chris Wood
gets some great wah-wah sound
out of his electric sax during the
peak of this instrumental tune.
The song cools down to a slower
and more soothing combination
of keyboard, sax, and drums
that seems to die an agonizingly
slow death, only to be revived by
"Freedom Rider". Winwood's
characteristic voice that is so
familiar to past Blind Faith
freaks, comes on strong in this
almost haunting combination of
sax, flute, piano, and organ.
Like most of the other five cuts
on the album, this one is over six
minutes of
mood-creating,
highly talented, and well-mixed
sounds.
"Empty Pages" is another
light and loose thing, with a
really nice beat set by the
drums. When you listen to it, it's
sort of a happy, whistling, type
of tune that does a good job of
making you anxious to hear the

other side when it's over.
Winwood's dominating voice,
but
often
undistinguishable
words, make up most of
"Stranger to Himself". It's sort
of a mediocre and disinteresting
cut, with some piercing electric
guitar that just doesn't seem to
fit on this album. This one really
doesn't make it at all.
Accoustical guitar, piano,
flute, and vocals team up to put
out a mysteriously pleasant
version of
the ancient
traditional "John Barleycorn",
popularly interpreted to be
"...the effort of the people to
give up the alcohol distilled
from barley." It is truly
beautiful music, and the album
cover points out that there are
many other interpretations, so
good luck trying to decipher the
vocals.
"Every Mother's Son" proves
to be another average song,
with a sort of medium beat that
just does nothing compared to
the rest of the album, although
it is the longest cut; enough
said.
With the exception of a coup|e
of disinteresting cuts, this lS
some of Traffic's best stuff
date. Winwood, Capaldi, an6
Wood prove their talent an
versatility in most of the cuts
here, and they make everyone
happy with longer and m°re
deeply involved songs. What can
I say?— If you're a Traffic fa"'
or are looking for some new a"
highly artistic music, then pic
this one up.
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"THE FUNNIEST
MOVIE I'VE SEEN
THIS YEAR!"

— New roT* Post

i

CAPEZIO'S
this

Fall's

BOOT

fashion

BONANZA
life.

Walks

highlight
the

of

highways

and byways of night and day dressing. Stretch
top,

fits

like

a

glove,

in

black

and

brown

calf $25. Taupe suede with zipper closing $38.
2019 Pacific Ave.

Friday Night
PSA Dance At Callison Dining
Hall Friday Night...featuring
the Wildwood plus Odessa light
show, 9 till 12:30 free with PSA
card.. .bring a friend.
PSA Slide and Jump Night...
Saturday night at the Astro Slide
in Lincoln Village Shopping
Center, 8 till 12 pm..slide all
night,...hot coffee and cocoa
provided to warm you up. Races
for the fastest sliders, times will
be taken and prizes will be
awarded. Grand Prize is one
year sliding privileges at the
Astro Slide.
Anderson Y Cinema, "Cool
Hand Luke"...tonight, Saturday,
and Sunday, at 6:30 and 9 pm, 75
cents.
Anderson
Y
Cinema,
"Sympathy for the Devil"
starring the Rolling Stones,
begins Nov. 18th and continues
till the 21st. 6 and 9 pm, price

PSA Flick, The Raven, starring
Vincent Price and Boris
Karloff...Monday, Nov. 16th at 8
pm in the Anderson Lecture
Hall, price 50 cents.
Bijou
Theater.. . T o d a y ,
Saturday, and Sunday, "Casque
D'Or" and "Sundays and
Cybele" The Bijou is located on
157 Adams Street, 7 pm for
Casque, 8:35 for Sundays and
10:20 for Casque.
Stockton Civic Theater...."The
Lion in Winter," 8:30 pm,
tickets at the door.
The Spiderman Returns...This
Saturday in the Speech Arts
Auditorium at Delta College,
the show begins at 8 pm. Tickets
can be obtained at the door for
$1.50.
Lincoln High School...Once
Upon a Mattress....8pm, tickets
can be obtained at the door.

$1.00.

An Evening with the Big
E...Elvis at the San Francisco
Cow Palace on Friday Nov. 13,
tickets are $10, $7.50, $5.00...get
them early, write to Cow Palace
Box Office, PO Box 34206, San
Francisco, California.

Frisbees fly at PSA Pizza Night
by A1 Lopez
Off Campus Senator
PSA's pizza party last
Saturday night after the San
Diego game is possibly one of
;he more successful social
:vents ever staged by any social
:ommissioner. Larry Seidman
ind his slick, pizza—pushing
'seid—kicks" dished out over
.400 pieces of Papa Joe's palaable pizza.

But since the cokes were
plentiful and the music loud
enough to shake the rafters, the
consensus was still a definite

Combined with cokes and the
'roovy sounds emanating from
he rented sound system, the
vibes in the Anderson dining hall
were right—on according to the
reaction of the students who
illed the hall to capacity. Due
-o the cost of the pizza only a
small square piece could be
;iven to each student.

UNCLASSIFIED ADS
WANTED—UNCLASSIFIED ADS. SEE OK
CALL ALAN BROSE AT AKL 462-9681
OR PACIFICAN OFFICE 946-2140 OR
464-8742.
OR SALE—'68 Fiat 850 Spyder, every
option available, only $ 1,00/lb. Call
Dave 478-0792 THIS CAR IS LIGHTI
OR SALE—Shotgun. Call Al 462-9531.

VHY LET THE BIGGIES GET YOUR
BREAD? Coats, skirts, and shirts made
to order. Call Suzie 463-3512.
'idge Runner' Pack. Excellent condition,
used once. $24 value-pack and frame.
Must sell $18. Call at 462-9681 ask
for Tom.
VPING I N MY HOME. CALL MRS. TERRY
FLAHERTY, 4303 N. MANCHESTER, APT.
'9, 478-1142.
' A N T E D — Honda 350 for parts. Call S a m

at 478-0317.

DOlN'T TELL ANYONE BUT UNCLASSIFIEDS
ADS ARE NOW HALF PRICE.

ANYONE NOTICING PERSON OR PERSONS
MOVING STEREO EQUIPMENT AND MIS
CELLANEOUS
CLOTHING
ON
WEST
KNOWLES WAY ON SUNDAY, NOVEM
BER 1, BETWEEN 7 AND 9 P.M. PLEASE
CONTACT KEVIN MITCHELL OR BOB
KULL 462-9768. REWARD.
WANTED—Aluminum Cans. Deliver to or
call Greg, 165 W. Stadium 465-4207.
FOR SALE—Head Masters Skis with stepin bindings $50 478-2684 after 9 p.m.
BARBARA POWELL, WELCOME TO THE
WONDERFUL WORLD OF BEING IN BE
TWEEN. MAY YOUR YEAR BE FULL OF
JOYS AND MANY HAPPY DAYS. HAVE
A HAPPY! LOVE, SMILEY PETE.

DEAR THIEF: IF YOU STOLE A BROWN
PURSE, ID's AND KEYS READ ON. I
CAN'T GET ANOTHER DRIVER'S LICENSE.
PLEASE RETURN TO JILL PETERSON, EISELEN 303 OR TO SECURITY.
NO ?
ASKED.
I LOVE YOU SKULK-JOHN M.

The music was that
compelling! Many people just
couldn't help themselves.
Students filed in with the help of
Randy Schulman who acted as
bouncer, card—checker and
general- bon vivant.
While
Larry, Mike Policar and I
dished out the pizza, the
"frisbees" flew through the air,
and groovy people were really
coming together.

MITWCTIO

FINAL WEEK
TONIGHT 7;30 9:30

m

ELSEWHERE

Captain Beefheart Concert at
five—moon rating. The pizza the Berkeley Community
was hot and really good! When I Theater, tonight at 8:30, tickets
asked Larry if ordering at the door.
"special"pizzas wasn't a little Pepperland in San Rafael, the
out of the financial question, he Incredible String Band and Joy
responded with a gleeful grin of Cooking, tonight and Saturday
that Pacific students "deserved at 9pm, tickets at the door.
the best." As he made his way
to the ovens one could hear him At the Fillmore, The Kinks plus
yelling, "power to the people Elton John, Ballin Jack and
Juicy Lucy, tonight through
and pizza, too!".
Sunday, tickets $3.50 at the door.
It didn't take long for Pacific
students to wolf down a small
IN THE FUTURE...
piece of pizza. So, along with
Brothers ^
clapping hands, pounding water C h a m b e r s
glasses on the tables and Cincert...Friday, December 4 in
stomping feet to the beat of the the Conservatory.
music selected by Tom
Fearrien, a pllethora of paper Joan Baez Concert... November
plates flew through the hall in 30th, Monday night at 8pm,
Stockton Civic Auditorium.
fluttering frisbee—fashion.
Though it wasn't planned for,
dancing broke out around the
sound system.

R

B&C

7W5.

DALE WASSERMANS

"ONE FLEW OVER
THE
CUCKOOS NEST."
FROM THE BOOK BY KEN KESEY

"Outtasight. I'm amazed."
Ktfl Keiey

at Little Fox Theatre 6/12/70

"The best stage production
I've seen in years."1
Hsrb Caert S. F . Chronicle
STUOfNT DISCOUNT: 11.00 OFF.
STUDENT RUSH: 1/2 PRICE.
(IS MINUTES BEFORE CURTAIN)

The Little Fox Theatre. S33 Pacific.San Franctaro
Box Office Phone: (4 LSI 434-4738

GATCH-22

FOUR O'CLOCK
MlDNnSHT

KUOP-FM-913

If you missed this happening,
LLOYD'S ORANGE JULIUS
don't sweat it! PSA and your
Hamburgers
mad social commissioner are,
at this very moment, hatching
Hot Dogs
new "togetherness" ideas. Two
weeks from tonight, PSA will
Fries
collaborate with MECHA to
Drinks
bring us authentic Mexican
burritos. For details stay tuned
824 B*n|amln Holl Driv*
477-9934
in to your friendly PSA!
,

ALAN ARKIN
DESERVES AN OSCAR
FOR HIS PERFORMANCEA FOUR MOON RATING BY THE
PACIFICAN JUST IS NOT ENOUGH.
-SUSAN AULIK

ifeW
TOKUI AVE,

4 7 7 93?-.
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Aztecs Squeak Past Tigers 14-13
by Alonzo Karr
usual 425. The Aztecs, ranked linebackers both
played
Last Saturday a fired up 2nd nationally in forward exceptional games. It seemed as
Pacific defense held the once passing offense, were really if Crawford, PCAA defensive
ferocious San Diego State shut off as they accumulated a player of the week, was in on
Aztecs, winners of 20 straight meagre 156.
every tackle. The linebackers,
and 14th ranked nationally, to a
With only three minutes gone along with PCAA defensive ends
narrow 14-13 margin before after the opening kickoff, John Ken Barbieri, Don Gordon, and
13,200 screaming fans in Pacific Read, Pacific's 2nd ranked
Glen Boehme, had a lot of
Memorial Stadium. The Aztecs, quarterbacked nationally,
responsibility. Besides helping
35 point favorites by one poll suffered a sever knee injury that
out on covering the backs, these
really lucked out as they were knocked him out for the season.
players often had to go deep on
saved by a questionable offsides Sophomore Herschel Petty, who
individual coverage.
penalty late in the fourth hadn't played a down since his
The Tigers offensive backs
quarter.
high school days at James Lick Tom Dixon, Tony Mathis, and
Pacific came so close to in San Jose, came in for the
particularly Dave Brigham
pulling off one of the biggest injured Read. Besides punching
provided the needed extra
upsets in college football ever as over from the one yard line for
blocking to help Herschel in his
San Diego was held to 14 points,
UOP's first TD, he fired a 67 first outing. Dixon, on a delay
22 below their normal 36.1 a yard touchdown pass into the
screen, took Herschel's toss,
game average. Also Pacific's hands of the eager split end,
weaved and rambled 33 yards,
great defense, directed by
Honor Jackson. Jackson, where he was finally brought
Coach Chester Caddas and Pacific's very speedy wide
down by the last Aztec defender.
called by many the "Hitters", receiver, broke two Aztec
The loss, considered by many
held San Diego to a mere 270 tackles before scoring.
a moral victory was costly. For
total yards, 155 below their Herschel, under some pressure
besides losing Read, offensive
from a powerful Aztec defensive tackle Rich Masey severed
line, completed 9 of 14 attempts some ligaments, and will be out
for 159 yards. This was three for the season. Senior Steve
more than San Diego State's Hubbard, also an offensive
by Alonzo Karr
With 3:50 gone after the quarterback Brian Sipe, 5th tackle was hurt and is doubtful
opening kickoff, Aztec ranked nationally. For his for next week's game. Because
linebacker Donnie Rea hit Tiger efforts, Herschel was picked both tackles are hurt, it's quite
Quarterback John Read as he offensive player of the week in possible that sophomore
the PCAA.
attempted to run for a short
defensive guard Willie Viney
gain. The impact ripped several
Les Field's amazing 43 yard might be moved to offense.
ligaments and the injured Read punting average, including two
The win proved to all that
was carried off the field.
that went for 58 and 60 yards Coach Homer Smith has done an
This season Read rewrote respectively, was a big factor in excellent job in leading the
many of the season passing Pacific gaining a 7-7 halftime Tigers from the doldrums
records at Pacific. Ranked in deadlock. For after the Aztecs during the Spring to a
the top three nationally all would get the ball, they couldn't respectable position this fall. •
season he broke many records move. Pacific's defense led by Coach Smith, the quiet but
and would undoubtedly have linebacker Bob Crawford, a articulate Princeton graduate,
broken more if this injury had participant of 24 tackles, has so far
provided much
not interrupted his collegiate continually blasted the San inspiration for the team. The
career.
Diego running backs when they Tigers, picked by everyone to be
Besides breaking the single carried the ball. The defensive slaughtered, really out-shone
game mark for yards gained backfield, consisting of Mike San Diego and deserved to win,
passing he tied the completions Barr, Greg Runnals, Art White, or at least tie. After the game,
and attempts mark. Overall, and Dick Middleton, played Coach Smith remarked, "We're
Read finished second to Tom fantastic as they held off high sick about the loss, but we think
Strain for attempts and scoring San Diego State. Time we matured as a team."
completions third in percentage after time, SDS's Brian Sipe
Tomorrow night, the Tigers
and his 19 touchdowns thrown would set up and throw.
will be guests of the Colorado
were a distant second to Eddie
Curt Barker and Bob State University Rams at Fort
Lebaron's 49.
Crawford,
vy u v» iui vi,
i
Pacific's
al_ll 1L. o
pi
prize
IZc
Collins.
WV/AWAnAWl/WAVM/VVWJWJVVWAVVWrtVAWV

Read Out for Season

Summary
With one week left before the
WCAC, which will be held on the
UOP campus, the UOP cross
country team travelled to Davis
for a triangular meet with UCD
and SF State. The meet was run
over a five mile riverside course,
a five mile riverside course.
However, it was not of the best
quality because UC did not run
its top three runners and UOP's
two top runners, A1 Gogna and
Mark Gardner, had been ill that
week.
The UOP team as a whole has
been hit by flu.
Frank
DeRuyter, Ralph Houden and
George Thompson are ill at
present.
The meet was won by Davis 22
followed by UOP 43 and SF State
63.
The cross country team, now
going into the final stages of
preparation for the PCAA meet
to be held in San Jose tomorrow,
was at home last week to
participate in the meet. The
Western WCAC title was won by

SKI SALE
FOR $89

T^^roP^ate^oloTeamlost
its third straight game to a
nationally ranked team last
Friday and then returned to the
winning track last Saturday
with a 20-3 victory over
Hayward State.
The loss was to San Jose
State, which is in the top five
teams in the nation. The final
score was 12-5. After San Jose
jumped ahead 5-0 in the first
quarter, Pacific switched to a
zone defense and was only
outscored by 6-5 the rest of the
way.
Randy Sneider scored three
goals and Rick Reeder scored
two in that game.
In the
Hayward State game Reeder
and Bill Breeden scored four
goals apiece.

FANTASTIC OFFER!
SAVE $200.00

A COMPLETE SKI OUTFIT
(INCLUDING $5 PLASTIC TRAPPEUR BOOTS)

Nevada—Reno (20) with UOP
(46) placing second. Receiving
medals for UOP were Michael
Matthews 1st., Mark Gardner
5th., Frank DeRuyter 6th., A1
Gogna 8th., and George
Thompson 9th.

7 PIECE
STEREO
SYSTEM

WE'VE GOT ALL THE BEST SKI BRANDS

The Best SKI RENTALS in Town

CUSTOM FIT BOOT HEADQUARTERS
,

JX

8 TRACK
TAPE DECK

120 WATT TUNER

village sports

• SOIIO STATE 120 WATT AM/FM MULTIPLEX TUNER,
GRAIN BASE AND SPEAKER ENCLOSURES

• TWO

SPEED GARRARD—PROFESSIONAL TURNTABLE
LUCITE DUST COVER

• 8 TRACK CARTRIDGE

WITH
TAPE

INPUT-OUTPUT JACKS,
8"

COAXIAL

DIAMOND
PLAYER

SPEAKERS

NEEDLE

WALNUT
• FOUR

• FULL

« ADJUSTABLE

8

SIZE
OHM

HEADPHONES
STOP IN AND SEE THIS UNIT ON DISPLAY IN OUR PSYCHODELIC BLACK LIGHT ROOMI

NOW ONLY $299.95
299 LINCOLN CENTER

PHONE 478-5615

WVWVVVVMW\VVW.VA%VWVW.WAVJWWW^W

WITH STUDENT BODY CARD
RETAIL VALUE $499.95

Sight and Sound Appliances
1632 E. HARDING WAY

PHONE: 462-4728
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WCAC CHAMPIONSHIP?

Basketball Team Shows Balance
by Alonzo Karr

The Pacific Tigers, directed by
Dick Edwards, will open the
1970-71 Basketball season
December 4, when UOP hosts
Haward State at the Stockton
Civic Auditorium.
Edwards, Pacific's winningest
coach ever, with a lifetime
record of 131-57, last year
brought UOP a co-championship
in the West Coast Athletic
Association (WCAC) with the
University of Santa Clara.
The Tigers 21-6 record was their
best since the 1966-67 season
when Pacific traveled to the
NCAA Western Division
Regionals at Portland, Oregon.
Coach Edwards welcomes back
three starters, four other
returning letterman, four
members of last years frosh
team, and one junior college
transfer. This year UOP will
play their toughest schedule
ever as they face NCAA cham
pion UCLA, runner up New MexicoState, Seattle, an indepen
dent powerhouse in the North
west, and Wyoming, a top con
tender in the Western Athletic
Conference. In the WCAC,
Pacific will face league cochampions Santa Clara, USF,
St. Mary's, University of
Nevada at Reno, University of
Necada at Las Vegas,
Pepperdine, and Loyola, a team
with all it's starters returning.
The Tigers, possessed with
much talent, will be led by AllAmerican candidate John
Gianelli, a 6' 10" center from
Stockton's Edison High School.
Last year Big "G", as he is
knownaroundtheValley, played
phemonenal basketball. Besides
scoring 499 points for an
adverage of 18.1, Gianelli also
picked off 13 rebounds a contest.
He is also an asset defensively
as he blocks numerous shots and
prevents opponents from
driving in the middle. One
opposing coach stated "It's
really incredible the way
Gianelli can play one on one and
still patrol the center of the
key".
Also returning are guards
Robbie SDerring and Bob

Thomason, both starters on last
year's club. Sperring, a two
year starter, is a durable all
around performer. Thomason,
voted the most improved player
of last year's club, is called by
Edwards, "the best shooter I've
ever coached." Besides giving
the team about 25 points a
game, they both play excellent
defense.
At the end of last season,
most observers felt the Tigers
lost a great portion of their team
to graduation. Bill Strieker, an
all-District eight forward, who
averaged 22.5 a game and Joel
Perisho will be missing. The
team should be at least as
strong at forward as there are
five candidates fighting for the
two starting spots.
Pete Jensen, a participant in
almost every game last season,
has played center and forward.
At 6' 8", Pete can do both
sufficiently and will act as a
backup center to Gianelli when
needed.
Another returning letterman at
forward is Paul Scheidegger,
The 6' 6" Scheidegger has the
ability to both score and
rebound.
Definite candidate foe the
forward position is 6' 5", 235
pound powerhouse, Jim
McCargo. While scoring at an
18.3 clip for Denis Willens frosh
team, he pulled down some 357
rebounds. In one game alone
against the University of
Nevada at Reno, McCargo
scored 44 points and ripped off
27 rebounds. McCargo was
picked last spring to the first
team All-Northern California
frosh team.
The last time Edwards
recruited from the junior
college ranks, he got a sharp
shooting guard named Dave Fox
who led Pacific to the western
regionals two years in a row.
This time Edwards plucked
Bernard Dulaney, a 6' 6"
forward who can dribble as well
as most guards. A player with
exceptional ' ablility, Bernie
keeps everyone aware with his
pinpoint passes.

Mike Cloyd played on the frosh
team last year and scored
almost twenty points a game.
Cloyd, like Jensen, is valuable
for he can play at center as well
as forward.
All of the candidates are strong
and at this time nobody has been
picked as a starter. Jensen and
Scheidegger have a slight edge
because both have played for
Edwards for the past two
seasons.
Last year's starting guards,
Bob Thomason and Robbie
Spetting are back, but they are
being hard pressed by junior Pat
Douglass and John Joshua.
Douglass, a smooth moving
junior guard, has really
improved his shooting game
since last year. His jumpshot,
deadly within the 20 foot
perimeter, leaves nothing to be
desired.
Joshua, another quick guard, is
a 6' 1" ballhawk who can both
drive to the bucket and score.
Besides scoring 13 for the frosh
he impressed everyone with his
double pump jump shot. Joshua
is likely to be called upon
frequently this year to help the
Tigers.
Two other guards, Roy
Ghiggeri and Osmund Noble can
both shoot well. Ghiggeri, a
junior, is a real hustler on the
court. Last year he came off the
bench to score seven points in
two minutes to send the
University of Nevada at Reno to
defeat.
Noble, a Franklin High School
graduate, played forward and
center last year for Willens.
Having the ability to jump, or as
some term to "sky", Noble can
leap as high as onyone on the
team except for Gianelli.
Last year the Tigers were
strong enough to secure a cochampionship with the Santa
Clara Broncos. This season,
stronger all around, the Tigers
can be expected to go even
farther as they have a more
balanced team. They should
rebound better this year and
could possibly break the scoring
mark set by the 69-70 Tigers.
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how does it feel to be Chicano at UOP?
• •

aking up Sunday
ig ^fter haying drunk a
urday night. Yes, sick!
the racism.. God, it's
bad enough that the town itself
is racist, but the faculty and the
students in genera! are too. You
couldn't get more open than
what existsHm this campus. .
You poor lifidiculed Qhicdpo!,
Ah, but I'm here to st# jusLto
return that racism.After all
UOP, you made me this. %|

One young lady, who is
Mexican, said "the term hasn't
really been defined yet".:.h0w
sad, yet how true.
S
Being brown isnotknowingshit
about anything and too much of
the time not really caring.
Caught; .. within worlds of self
H doubt, arid inferiority is what it
•?4means.' Two worlds, dark on
one-side light y on the other.
Caught be!ween| a paradox of
emotions. Feeling, yet not being
" ily sure. Understanding, yet
not really comprehending
Expereneing, yet not really
i n g jffcvhy
o r what
esare.

This word describes
Mexican is. Seeing
, living the same. Wanting
be black, but not knowing
o\v
Trying, dreaming,
escaping into uncounted
fantasied of over-e nhasized
emotional traumas. Dwelling on
materia, yet punishing ones self
for doing so. Wanting to be a
real brother, yet awkwardly
ijJlkihff to many mistakes. |
I To be brown is to be complex,
confused ridiculed against and
sensitive.

our bro
relatives
siilij bcf-

oui' <p

accept. y.-.'U
univer-:;
alnif.
nearly r,cc>;

You a.v. "•
declare N
be
iKfentChi

-%e are ^
WI:L be COD1 id

f.Hltl ill
»<•: Aug
ami e-- arj day
Chicano en ;•
Cio.-aric. fife to be
nior
;nc
t feting
io is
vhite
US'10 fl

a &JS
1

ade Anglo-,
p!erasure for

"foi ihe:',. But yc-' and
1, can't: afford to act
qi| tfpi: fergcv our
home They re «

,

.. .

Some people have told me
(because of my activist
attitude) that I should be glad
I'm in college. Well, I'm glad.
But they say it as if it was a gift
or something. I'm not going to
kiss ass to stay in; I've worked
rd as hell for what I have.
Sometimes one feels like a
- loner, being onr of a few
Chicanes on campus. But this
happens only when a bigoted
person tries tp strike you down
with a racist remark. I say this
because I have seen racism and
prejudice in this "mice"
- university. Don't let anyone tell
you those things don't exist here
because they dp.
Apart from these few overt
racists, the majority of people
here are rather nice.
It seems to me that many
students here live in an
imaginary world. They don't
give a damn about the real
world; like -what's happening to

Los Sietef Bobby Seale, Angela
Davis, Reies Tijerina. and all
the pther people outside of this
university. It's a damn shame
there's this presence of apath)
at UOP.
Some students make one fee
welcomed here. Some don
make any effort.
,
Seeing different attitudes aw
opinions from all sides 00
different subjects is of valueThis enlightens one. Partlpreventing one from seeing
things from his point of view a
the time.
1 can say I'm pleased wit
many things here.
Accept me for what I anl.
Chicano. Don't try to make m
what you wish I was.
.
It is a double struggle for1
Chicano student. He 11111
struggle to suceed, yet at 1
same time he has to keep "
identity amidst all the Anfs
influence.

